
COUNTRY INFORMATION, FACTS & ADVICE  
 
Ecuador  

 
A&K welcomes you to Ecuador –an immensely diverse country.  Most journeys to Ecuador start in 
Quito, a World Heritage Site for its colonial architecture. Whether wanting to sample one of the best 
ethnic markets in South America at Otavalo; cross the Equator itself; climb to the top of the mighty 
Chimborazo, (the point furthest away from the earth’s core); fly to the Amazon; or experience the 
wonders of the Galapagos, Quito is the ideal place to start any Ecuadorian adventure!   
But certainly you are already here to visit what some say is the jewel in Ecuador’s formidable crown: 
the Galapagos Islands.  Their remoteness, and position, at the meeting point of 3 major ocean 
currents, has provided the highest rate of endemic species of any archipelago worldwide, which you 
will see with you own eyes!! 

 
Most visits to Ecuador end with the desire to return again and again, as in the wildlife of the 
Galapagos, the wonder of the Volcanoes, the mysteries of the Amazon and the smiling faces of her 
people, you will know that you have found the World’s best kept tourism secret. Bienvenidos a 
Ecuador – Welcome to Ecuador! 
 

Full country name: República del Ecuador 
Area:   280,000 square miles. 
Population:  13´000,000 
Capital City:  Quito (pop. 1´800.000 approx.) 
Government:             Democratic Republic. 
Getting into [Country] 
Getting into Ecuador  

 
According to Ecuadorian Immigration regulations, every foreign passenger entering the country must 
have a passport valid for at least another 6 months from the day of arrival to Ecuador. Please make 
sure your passport has at least 6 months of validity remaining.    
 
No visa is necessary for U.S. citizens or citizens of most other countries. There are exceptions for 
some Asian, Central American and European countries. Please inquire your individual situation with 
your travel agent, they’ll be glad to help you. 
 
We advise you to make copies of all your important documents (visa, passport, credit cards, air 
tickets, etc.). In case they are lost, it will make replacement much easier.  
 
Your embassy contact in case of emergency: 
 
USA Embassy 
Avigiras E12-170 y Ave. Eloy Alfaro 
Quito, Ecuador 
+593 (0) 2 398 5000 
 
Keeping Healthy in Ecuador  

 
As for every trip you take abroad, general good health is required. If you are under medication, be 
sure to bring enough for the entire length of your trip. If you should become ill during your stay, we 
can provide for you names of English speaking physicians or telephone of your Consulate or 
Embassy for advice.  
No immunizations are required for your trip to Ecuador; however there are a few areas in the 
rainforest and along the coast where prevention against malaria & yellow fever may be considered. 
Please consult us to see if this will be necessary (in most cases it is not).  
 



Recommendations 

• Avoid tap water 

• Avoid ice in your beverages while traveling in Ecuador.  

• You can use ice on board the yachts in Galapagos and in main hotels & restaurants.  

• Always drink bottled water and soft drinks. 

• Try to avoid eating raw vegetables and salads or any raw foods while traveling in the continent.  

• If you wear prescription glasses, it is advisable to bring an extra pair.  

• Always use sunscreen lotion even on cloudy days (this is especially true in Quito and the Andes). 
 
Tipping 

 

You are travelling on an independent itinerary and the cost of your program does not include 

gratuities. Tipping is a very personal matter and should only be considered when the staff have gone 

above and beyond for you. Should you feel you would like to acknowledge their service, please 

consider the following as a rough guide, per person per day. 

 

Type of Service Group Size (Number of people) 

in USD 1 2 3 4 5-9 10 + 

Galapagos Guide (Or Tour Leader) $15 $15 $15 $12 $12 $12 

Galapagos Driver (Or Crew members) $12 $12 $12 $10 $10 $10 

Continent Guide (Or Tour Leader) $15 $12 $10 $8 $6 $5 

Continent Driver (Or Tour Assistant) $8 $6 $5 $4 $3 $2 

Hotel Porters $1 per bag 

Housekeeping Staff $2 per night 

Restaurant Staff $2 per meal 

 
Talk the talk 

 

The official language is Spanish, though English is spoken by most personnel with whom you will 
deal. English is also widely understood in hotels, restaurants and shops you will visit. It is advisable, 
if you are the adventurous type, to carry a small Spanish phrase book with you.  
 

Basic Spanish Vocabulary Numbers 

Yes Si 0 Cero 

No No 1 Uno 

Please Por favor 2 Dos 

Thank you Gracias 3 Tres 

You’re welcome De nada 4 Cuatro 

Hello Hola 5 Cinco 

Good morning Buenos dias 6 Seis 

Good afternoon/evening Buenas tardes 7 Siete 

Goodbye Adios 8 Ocho 

Bye! Chao! 9 Nueve 

Excuse me Disculpe 10 Diez 

How are you? ¿cómo estas? 100 Cien 



I don’t understand No entiendo 1000 Mil 

See you tomorrow Hasta mañana   

 
 
Weather 

 
The Galapagos Islands have a subtropical climate regulated by the cold Humboldt Current and the 
warm El Nino current. Weather varies during the year. From December until May temperatures range 
from the low 80°s to the low 90°s (with possibilities of rain). From June to September temperatures 
vary from the low 60°s to the high 70°s. This is the garua season (mist in the mornings). From 
October until December temperatures range from the 70°s to the 80°s (dry season).  
 

 
 
In the Andes, the eternal spring means also a changing weather. It can be very sunny during the 
morning and pretty chilly in the afternoon, especially if there are showers. Take always a rainproof 
jacket with you and a sweater. The best option will be “the onion” system, many layers that you can 
take out in case of changing weather. But keep in mind that the weather in Ecuador can be 
unpredictable and it varies a lot according to the altitude. It can be very warm (280 C) in the morning 
and quite fresh at night (110C). 
 

 
 



Shopping 
 
QUITO SHOPPING 
We give you some tips for shopping in the capital, but don’t hesitate to ask your guide as there are 
plenty of shopping opportunities in Quito. 
 
MERCADO ARTESANAL METROPOLITANO 
Jorge Washington Street in Quito (between Mariscal and Parque Ejido) has well-stocked market 
stands with virtually everything, leather jackets, t-shirts, woolen lama-hoodies, Panama hats, 
wooden toucan-statues, naive indigenous paintings etc. A good place to do shopping and open on 
Sundays, too. Opening times: every day 09h00 to 19h00. 
 
TIANGUEZ 
Tianguez is located below San Francisco Church, and it virtually occupies the catacombs of the 
church. Tianguez is considered as a shop & museum because it offers a direct route to the cultural 
diversity of Ecuador. It shows a handicraft selection of a very high quality from all over the country. 
Tianguez is a certified member of the World Fair Trade Organization (WFTO) due to its commitment 
to social, business, and environmental standards of fair trade. They support the local production of 
handicrafts from rural communities, to city locations. Their aim is to promote the cultural revitalization 
and rehabilitation of Ecuadorian heritage and history. Opening hours: Monday and Tuesday of 9h30 
to 18h30 Wednesday to Sunday of 9h30 to 23h30 
 
SHOPPING CENTRES 
There are many shopping centers in Quito. You can find anything in them, ranging from food to 
European or American products. Quicentro Shopping, Mall “El Jardin” or the CCI are located in the 
business area, close to Carolina Park. 

 
Opening hours are from 10h00 to 20h00. 

 
OTAVALO MARKET 
This small town, is justly renowned for its friendly people and their world-famous market. Otavaleños 
are the most prosperous Indian group in the country – surely because their weavings, carpets, 
colorful ponchos, Indian jewelry and needlework are so attractive! Otavalo is certainly THE place to 
satisfy all your woolly needs. But if you want to get souvenirs of other kinds it is also possible.   
 
What to pack 

 
It is not necessary to carry much to the Galapagos, pack light and pack smart.  Lightweight, fast 
drying materials are recommended (many synthetics; merino wool – consult your local outdoor gear 
shop) 
 

▪ Cotton pants  
▪ Shorts  
▪ T-shirts  
▪ Long sleeved shirt  
▪ A windbreaker or light sweater for evening or early morning  
▪ Hat: preferably that cover the ears  
▪ Lots of sunscreen lotion  
▪ Shoes: you will have dry landings (step directly from the dinghy onto dry land) and wet 

landings (wade to shore from the dinghy through shallow water). You can either bring one 
pair of “hybrid” shoes that are good for walking and getting wet (Keens are great; Chacos 
and Tevas work as well), or one set of footwear for getting wet (sandals or water shoes) and 
one pair to bring ashore in a backpack for hiking (light hikers or sneakers) 

▪ Sunglasses (with strap)  



▪ An extra pair of prescription glasses (if needed)  
▪ Small backpack & waterproof bag to carry on land visits for your camera and water  
▪ Medications (anything you might be using while your cruise)  
▪ Trasderm scoop or tablets (if you are prone to sea sickness) Inquire with your physician  
▪ Binoculars  
▪ If you wear glasses, it is a good idea to bring contact lenses for diving and snorkelling  
▪ Insect repellent. 

 
In the Andes, it is important to remember, whatever the season, to take some warmer woollens for 
the night-time drop in temperature. Generally, try to pack a variety of clothes to suit changes in 
climate – layers of clothing in ‘breathable’ fabrics are ideal. 
 
Comfortable walking shoes are a necessity as a lot of the exploring is on foot, particularly in areas 
around Quito and in the Central and Southern Andes. If visiting the jungle, waterproof clothing and 
footwear is essential, although due to the humidity and the persistence of the rain, you will normally 
end up wet anyway! Most of the jungle lodges will provide you with rubber boots, which are the best 
footwear for these muddy and wet paths. At high altitudes (and of course on the coast), a hat is 
essential, together with sun block and sunglasses, as the atmosphere is very thin and burns fair skin 
very quickly. 
 
Religion & Etiquette 

 
Ecuador, as most countries in Latin America have a mix of native and Spanish cultures & religion 
due to colonization. The Roman-Catholic religion is the most important, with an approximate 87,5% 
people.   There are many Christian religions as well, and many of them have been winning more 
adepts particularly in the rural Indigenous communities.   
 
Scholars usually refer to the religious spirit in Ecuador as that of syncretism due to many Indigenous 
traditions that have totally blended with the European beliefs brought by the Spanish 
Conquistadores.   Many celebrations such as Easter, Christmas, Corpus Christi have their own 
native versions, which enhance the strong ties of the ancient inhabitants of the Andes with the natural 
forces.  
 
During the city tours in Quito and Cuenca it will not be possible to visit the Colonial churches during 
religious services. When the time is right for these visits, you will be asked not to use flash on your 
pictures. Likewise, we recommend you to be cautious in markets or places where there is a strong 
indigenous presence.  It is best to let yourself be advised by your guide or perhaps try to enquire the 
person directly before taking a picture. 
 
Ecuadoreans are friendly people and like to talk for hours; foreign people usually attract their 
attention and try to be talkative with them. The most common greeting is a handshake with direct 
eye contact and a smile. Ecuadorians are known for being warm and polite.  
 
Money 

 
The currency is the US Dollar. ATM’s and banks are widely spread in the country, but if you are 
planning to be in small towns, we recommend drawing cash in advance in a bigger city. 
ATM’s in Galapagos are available only in the town of Puerto Ayora, Santa Cruz Island. 

 
Banks are open to the public from 9:00 hrs to 17:00 hrs.  ATMs are located throughout the cities. 
 
You can pay with credit cards almost anywhere. VISA, Master Card or American Express are the 
most common of all. 
 

Time Zone 



 
Ecuador is in the Eastern Standard Time zone. Daylight Savings Time is NOT observed. Galapagos 
is one hour behind the mainland: GMT -6 in the Galapagos Islands; GMT -5 in mainland Ecuador.  
 
Local Food & Drink 

 
Ecuadorian cuisine is as diverse as its people. The Andes have a predominance of pork, potatoes 
and vegetables cooked in different ways. The Coastal region has a lot of seafood prepared either in 
coconut, peanut or lemon sauces accompanied with green bananas. While in the rainforest manioc 
is a very important ingredient. A common ingredient, that can be of vital importance for an 
Ecuadorian is rice, it is eaten in every meal, and without it, Ecuadoreans are totally lost! Another 
common point is fresh juices of all kind of fruits, which grow in abundance all over the country. You 
should not miss the opportunity to have one of these pure vitamin shots.  They are delicious! 
Soups of all kinds are found in the whole country, don’t hesitate to taste them.  
 
Aji sauce is a spicy sauce that you will find in every Ecuadorian table and prepared in different ways 
as well. 
 
For the most adventurous, the Andean delicacy in Ecuador and very appreciated in the mountains 
is the guinea pig. You can taste it roasted or with a peanut sauce. Enjoy!! 
 
Eating Out in Quito 

 
Guideline Price Range: 
$ = USD $20 and under 
$$ = USD $21 to 25 
$$$ = USD $26 to 30 
$$$$ = USD $31 and upwards 
This is based on an average price for an appetizer, main dish and a glass of wine. 
 
Restaurante Lo Nuestro  
Ecuadorian Food - $$ 
Here you can taste the best of the Ecuadorian cuisine, especially when it comes to sea food. Every 
ingredient is chosen with the highest quality standards and meticulously prepared. Lo Nuestro 
started in Guayaquil nearly 20 years ago and it recently opened in Quito replicating the coastal 
flavour, décor and cuisine. 
Street address: Isabel La Católica  N25- 535 y Luis Cordero 
Phone: (+593) 2 2563 438 
Open every day: 12:00 to 22:30 
 
Restaurante La Ronda  
Ecuadorian Food - $$ 
La Ronda is located in the New Town. The restaurant buzzles with activity as it is quite popular 
amongst locals. At La Ronda Restaurant you can enjoy Ecuadorian gastronomy with traditional 
delicacies. It also offers an international menu for the less adventurous!  Live music every night - a 
trio and a pan flute group. 
Street address: Bello Horizonte 400 y Diego de Almagro 
Phone: (+593) 2 2540 459 
Open every day: 12:00 to 23:00  
 
 
Urko Restaurant 
Ecuadorian Food - $$$$ 
This modern restaurant uses typical ingredients of our country, which come from farming 
communities of the coast, the highlands, the Amazon and the Galapagos archipelago. They prepare 



Ecuadorian food, following the flavors and elements throughout the history which have been part of 
our lives.  The plates are offered in a contemporary scene that reflects the pureness and the essence 
of our local food. 
The Urko team investigate the Ecuadorian ancestral cultures to know their past diets and ingredients. 
Those native products have been adapted to some contemporary cooking techniques which connect 
the guests with our land, its products and its people.  
Street Address: Isabel La Católica N24-862 y Julio Zaldumbide 
Phone: (+593) -2 256 3180 
From Monday to Friday: 13:00 to 23:00  
Saturdays: 20:00 to 23:00 
Closed on Sundays 
 
Z-Food  
Ecuadorian Food - $$ 
This small restaurant uses the concept of the recycling in its decoration and the freshness in the 
products.  You will find a shelf in cold with the catch of the day which will assure you to have fresh 
fish and seafood.  All the ingredients are well mixed and served delicately in your plate.  Z-Food is 
an experience for the senses. 
Street Address: Coruña N30-135 y Whymper 
Phone: (+593) -2 223 6425 
From Monday to Wednesday: 12:00 to 16:00  
From Thursday to Saturday: 12:00 to 22:00 
Sundays: 12:00 to 16:00 
 
Restaurante El Ventanal  
Ecuadorian Food - $$$ 
The panoramic restaurant El Ventanal is situated in the historic neighborhood of San Juan. Its 
preferred location offers a spectacular view of the colonial center of Quito, the Panecillo and the 
famous Avenue of the Volcanoes. The refined international cuisine and a minimalistic interior, make 
El Ventanal a captivating place where quality and service are perfectly combined. A variety of 
international dishes and creative Ecuadorian cooking is offered.  El Ventanal has a wide selection of 
wines available. 
Street address: Calle Carchi y Nicaragua - San Juan neighborhood 
Phone: (+593) 2 2572 232  
From Tuesday to Friday: 16:00 to 00:00  
Saturdays: 12:00 to 15:00 / 18:00 to 00:00 
Sundays: 12:00 to 16:00  
 
Il Risotto - Ristorante Italiano 
Italian Food - $$$$ 
Il Risotto´s menu is organized by regions and it presents different types of fresh pasta such as 
cannelloni, lasagna, and tortellini.  For an authentic Italian banquet and elegant atmosphere with 
stunning city views, Il Risotto is your spot. The friendly, Italian owners create a pleasant service 
atmosphere. There is outdoor seating on a small balcony in the back.  
Street address: Av. Eloy Alfaro No. 34447 y Portugal 
Phone: (+593) 2 2246 850 
From Monday to Friday: 12:00 to 15:30 / 18:30 to 23:00 
Saturdays: 12:00 to 22:00 
Sundays: 12:00 to 23:00 
 
Ristorante Pavarotti  
Italian Food - $$$ 
This establishment is situated in the heart of Quito's financial district, which lends a very exclusive 
air to the whole area. Pavarotti is considered to be one of the best restaurants in town, it is simple 
but elegant. Its atmosphere could not be cozier or more intimate. As its name suggests, the house 



specialty is Italian cuisine, but if you prefer something else, you can also find many other options 
from an international repertoire. There is a variety of spirits to choose from and a special selection 
of vintage wines. 
Street address: Isabel La Catolica y Cordero  
Phone: (+593) 2 2566 668  
From Monday to Saturday: 12:30 to 15:30 / 18:00 to 23:00  
Closed on Sundays. 
 
La Briciola – Ristorante Italiano  
Italian Food - $$$ 
La Briciola Restaurant offers one of the best traditional Italian cuisine, using basic ingredients such 
as homemade pasta, sausages, olive oil, or garlic, thus merging the specialties from various Italian 
regions. 
Street address: Isabel La Catolica 881 y Francisco Salazar 
Phone: (+593) 2 2545 157 
Open every day: 12:00 to 23:00   
 
CARMINE Gastronomía y Arte 
Italian Food - $$$$ 
Carmine, an international restaurant in Quito with an Italian touch, where you can find classic 
international gastronomic dishes as well as a wide variety of pastas and fresh vegetables. Every day 
the chef creates specialties based on seasonal meat, fish and seafood as well as exotic local and 
imported products. From the outside of the house it looks like a little piece of Europe was transported 
untouched to Ecuador and from the inside you will feel like you are eating in an excellent restaurant 
in Italy.  
Street address: Catalina Aldaz N34-208 y Portugal 
Phone: (+593) 2 3332 829 
From Monday to Saturday: 12:00 to 23:00   
Sunday: 12:00 to 17:00  
 
SOFIA RESTAURANTE 
Greek, Mediterranean cuisine - $$$ 
Here you can enjoy Mediterranean and Greek cuisine. The Mediterranean ambience makes this 
place calm, fresh and elegant  The last Friday of each month is “Greek Night” with dancing and dish 
throwing - indeed a fun night! 
Street address: General Roca N33-29 y Bosmediano  
Phone: (+593) 2 2267 737 / 095 320 438 
From Tuesday to Saturday:  11:00 to 16:00 / 19:00 to 23:00 
Closed on Sundays 
 
NOE Sushi Bar  
Japanese food - $$$ 
Sushi, sashimi and teriyaki are the name of the game at Noe, a sleek Japanese fusion. All of Noe's 
dishes are prepared with the freshest and finest ingredients. Traditional and tempura rolls are on the 
menu, as well as many specialty rolls or their Japanese-style ceviche made with seafood and 
seaweed.  
Street address: Isabel La Catolica 24 -6274 y Coruña (close to Swissotel) 
Phone: (+593) 2 3228 146 
From Monday to Thursday: 12:30 to 15:30  
Fridays: 12:30 to 00:00 
Saturdays: 12:30 to 16:00 / 18:30 to 23:30 
Sundays:  12:30 to 16:00 / 18:30 to 22:00 
 
TANOSHI  
Fine Japanese Food - $$$ 



This exclusive setting offers exotic flavors and a great variety of Japanese specialties such as sushi 
and yakimeshi. Guests can either dine privately at a quiet table or be part of a livelier tradition – 
Teppanyaki where select ingredients are used to prepare a traditional meal before their very eyes.  
Street address: 12 de Octubre 1820 y Luis Cordero, Swissotel 
Phone: (+593) 2 2566 907 
From Monday to Sunday: 12:30 to 15:00 / 19:00 to 23:00 
 
HAPPY PANDA  
Very fine Chinese Food - $$$ 
With more than a decade in the Capital, Happy Panda offers a different option with his specialty in 
China´s Hunan food, making a delicious combination of sweet, salty, and spicy.  Enjoy our selected 
and varied dishes in a friendly atmosphere with quality and service.  
Street address: Luis Cordero e Isabel La Católica  
Phone: (+593) 2 2556 903 
Open: From Monday to Sunday: 12:00 to 15:00 / 18:00 to 22:00  
 
Restaurante Chez Jerome  
French Food - $$$$ 
The romance of French cuisine will wrap you in a palace of aromas, flavours and colours. It is located 
in a vast garden, in a historical cultural heritage of our capital. Chef Jerome Monteillet will delight 
you with the most expressive culture dishes and French cuisine based on traditional European 
methods and charm with a touch of Ecuadorian, creating the most original French cuisine of our 
country. Make your lunch or dinner a memorable dining experience. Our exclusive wine menu counts 
with much more than 200 wines from the Old and New world, certified by the Wine Guild. 
Street address: Whymper N30-96 y Coruña 
Phone: (+593) 2 6000 669 
From Monday to Friday:  12:30 to 15:00 / 19:30 to 23:00  
Closed on Saturdays & Sundays 
 
Rincon de Francia  
French Food - $$$$ 
Be part of the famous clientele, taste of the most delicious dishes and choice of French and 
international gastronomy in a sober, distinguished and cosy ambiance. A warm welcome awaits you 
by the owner Azucena Aragon, who will help you select the best French cuisine specialties and the 
appropriate wine to accompany the dishes prepared by expert chefs, led by executive Chef Mario 
Aragon, one of the most renowned chefs in Ecuador.  
Street address: Roca N21-182 y 9 de Octubre 
Phone: (+593) 2 2554 668 
From Monday to Friday:  12:30 to 15:00 / 18:30 to 23:00  
Saturdays: 18:30 to 23:00 
Closed on Sundays 
 
Le Petit Pigalle  
French Food - $$ 
Le Petit Pigalle is the dream of Cristina and Johan, who met in one of the best restaurants on Paris 
‘Left Bank.  Both have experience in renowned restaurants such as: Ze Kitchen Galerie (Paris), Hotel 
du Crillon (Paris), Michel Bras (Laguiole), and Martin Berasategui (Lasarte-Oria), among others.  
They offer a 5-course tasting menu which offers insights into the true art of cooking of Chef 
Ducroquet. 
Street address: Av. 9 de Octubre y Carrion  
Phone: (+593) 2 2520 867 
From Monday to Friday: 12:30 to 15:00 
From Wednesday to Friday: 19:00 to 21:00 
Saturdays: 12:30 to 15:30 
Closed on Sundays 



 
ZAZU Relais & Chateaux Restaurant  
Fusion Cuisine - $$$$ 
The first South American restaurant to win the Five Star Diamond Award. The setting is a very 
metropolitan, upscale yet relaxed atmosphere. The bar offers unique and innovative cocktails. 
Alexander Lau, Zazu´s Peruvian chef with oriental backgrounds, surprises us with new 
interpretations of traditional Peruvian dishes, new ceviche creations and probably the best seafood 
dishes you will find in Ecuador. The wine list offers an extensive selection where you'll be able to 
find anything between an easy-to-drink Malbec from Argentina to a Chateau Petrus. 
Street address: Mariano Aguilera 331 y La Pradera 
Phone: (+593) 2 2543 559 
From Monday to Friday:  12:00 to 15:00 / 19:00 to 22:30 
Saturdays: 19:00 to 22:30 
 
La Gloria Restaurant   
Fusion Cuisine - $$$$ 
La Gloria restaurant is the result of more than 15 years of excellence work in Lima now in Quito. The 
award-winning restaurant from Peru, sets the ambiance for good mood to any informal atmosphere, 
great personality, excellent cava, great desserts and a gastronomic delight in essence, where eating 
is a rewarding art. 
Street address: Valladolid N24-519 y Francisco Salazar (La Floresta) 
Phone: (+593) 2 252 7855 / 0999 721 652 
From Monday to Friday: 12:30 to 16:00 / 19:00 to 23:00 
Saturdays and Sundays: 12:30 to 16:00 
 
 

 
 
 

 



ESSENTIAL CONTACT LIST  

 
21 February – 23 February  
HACIENDA ZULETA (check in 14h00 /check out 11h00) 
Comuna Zuleta, Parroquia Angochagua 
Zuleta, Imbabura – Ecuador 
Tel. +593 6 266 2232 
Fax: +593 6 266 2232 
http://zuleta.com/location-of-hacienda-zuleta-ecuadorian-andes/ 
 
23 February – 25 February  
PLAZA GRANDE HOTEL QUITO (check in 14h00/check out 12h00) 
García Moreno N5-16 y Chile 
Quito – Ecuador 
Phone +593 2 251 0777 
http://www.plazagrandequito.com/    
 
25 February – 27 February  
SACHATAMIA LODGE (check in 14h00 /check out 12h00) 
Km. 78 de la Via Quito - Calacali - La Independencia, Mindo 170751 
Pichincha – Ecuador 
Tel. +593 2 603 0400 
Fax: +593 2 243 9943 
http://www.sachatamia.com/ 
 

27 February – 278February  
HACIENDA SU MERCED     
Address: Julio Tobar Donoso S/N                     
Mobile: +593 98 931 7643         
Fax: +593 2 245 0686  
 

 
 
ABERCROMBIE & KENT ECUADOR 
Centro Corporativo Metropolitan – Piso 7, Oficina 704  
Av. Naciones Unidas E2-30 y Núñez de Vela 

 

Quito-Ecuador 
 

Tel: +593 2 450 7750 
 

Fax +593 2 450 7495 
 

After Hours/Emergency:                 +593 (0) 997 442 317 
 

Manager on Duty +593 (0) 999 571 174 
GM Margarita Sanchez                   +593 (0) 997 109 055 
Operations Department                  +593 (0) 997 442 317 
 
Please note that if your situation is an emergency requiring 
an urgent response, kindly call our After Hours/Emergency 
Number.  For less urgent enquires, outside normal business 
hours, please use the following email address and we will 
endeavor to respond within 6-12 hours: 
clientservices@abercrombiekent.com.ec  

http://zuleta.com/location-of-hacienda-zuleta-ecuadorian-andes/
http://www.plazagrandequito.com/
http://www.sachatamia.com/
mailto:clientservices@abercrombiekent.com.ec

